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American writer Gail SheehyBornGail Henion (1936-11-27)27 November, 1936Mamaroneck, New York, United StatesDiedAugust 24, 2020 (2020-08-24) (age 83)Southampton, New York, United StatesOccupationJournanist, authorlanguageEnglishNationalnAlma Materversity Vermont, Columbia UniversityLite journalismnification journalismNew work A quiet
passage; Understanding men's aisles; Hillary's choice; New passages; Passages in CaregivingSpouse by Albert Francis Sheehy (m. 1960; div. 1968) Clay Felker (m. 1984; death 2008) Websitegailsheehy.com Gail Sheehy (born Gail Henion; November 27, 1936-August 24, 2020 - American writer, journalist and lecturer. , sometimes known as creative nonfiction, in which journalists and essayists experimented with adopting various literary techniques such as scenery, dialogue, status details to denote a social class, and get inside the story and sometimes reporting the thoughts of the central character. Many of her books focused on cultural shifts, including Passage (1976), which was named one of the ten
most influential books of our time by the Library of Congress. Sheehy wrote biographies and studies of the character of key leaders of the twentieth century, including Hillary Clinton, both Bush presidents, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev. Her latest book, Daring: My Passages
(September 2014), is a memoir. Sheehy's article The Mystery of the Grey Gardens, a cover from the New York issue of January 10, 1972, drew public attention to the quaint bohemian life of Jacqueline Kennedy's aunt Edith Ewing Bouvier Beale and Edith Little Edie Bouvier Beale's cousin. Their story is an oat base for the film Grey Gardens and a Broadway
musical of the same name. Early life and education Gail Sheehy was born in Mamaronek, New York, at the age of Lillian Rainey Henion and Harold Merritt Henry. Her mother's family was Scottish-Irish. Her grandmother, Agnes Rooney, fled Northern Ireland for the US as a bride in the mail. Another part of her mother's family was Scottish and worked on an
Ulster plantation for English landowners. Growing up, Sheehy was close to her paternal grandmother, Gladys Latham Oveuz. Oce's husband died of a stroke during the Great Depression, and after his death Overz went to work as a real estate agent in a career that lasted more than 40 years. Overz bought Sheehy's first typewriter at the age of 7. When, as a
teenager, Sheehy began making her way to New York City on Saturday morning to investigate, her grandmother kept her a secret. In 1958, Sheehy graduated Vermont with a Bachelor of Arts degree in English and Economics. She later returned to school in 1970 with a Master of Arts degree in Journalism from Columbia University, where she attended the
Rockefeller Foundation Scholarship under the direction of cultural anthropologist Margaret Mead. Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism Career 1960s Sheehy's first job after college worked in the department store chain J.C. Penney. Sheehy traveled across the country to put on educational fashion shows for college home economics
departments. It was here that Shihi began to write professionally - wrote for company magazines and worked with advertising agencies on information films. For the next few years, a young married Sheehy supported her husband in medical school and began her work as a journalist. Sheahi moved to Rochester, New York, where she found work as a
journalist for the Democrats and Chronicles in 1961. She wrote for the women's page and for the Sunday section. Sheehy and her husband then moved to the East Village in New York. Sheehy became a mother, but continued to work in various publications, including World Telegram for a short time in 1963 and then the New York Herald Tribune from 1963
to 1966. Sheehy decided to leave her daily reporting job to become a freelance journalist. Sheehy and her husband divorced in 1968. Sheehy participated in a number of important and significant cultural events of the 1960s, including coverage of the Robert F. Kennedy and Woodstock campaign. Sheehy was one of the first authors of the New York magazine
and participated in the work from 1968 to 1977. Clay Felker, the magazine's founder and Sheehy's future husband, called on Sheehy to write big stories; one of the first was after Robert F. Kennedy on the campaign trail in 1968. She traveled with the West Coast campaign and had access to Kennedy's interview directly. Sheehy was on his way back to New
York when Kennedy was assassinated in California. Sheehy covered the rise in amphetamine use in New York city after her sister became addicted. Sheehy helped her sister get rid of drugs, and they visited Woodstock to hide from her sister's drug pusher. In 1969-70, Shihi received a Scholarship from the Rockefeller Foundation to study at Columbia
University. While there, she studied with Professor and Anthropologist Margaret Mead, who was then in her seventies. Inspired by Mead, Shihi explored cultural trends with articles on The Fractured Family in a New York magazine. During a speech at the University of Vermont, Sheehy credited Mead with encouraging her to become a cultural interpreter:
Whenever you hear about a great cultural phenomenon - revolution, murder, an infamous trial, an attack on the country - throw everything away. Say on the bus or or plane and go there, stand on the edge of the abyss, and look down into it. You will see a culture that is unknowingly and uncovered in a raw state. In the 1970s, in the 1970s, Sheehy's portfolio
of articles grew, and she began writing books. In addition to writing for New York magazine, she also wrote a monthly article for Cosmopolitan - her first story was her trip to India to meet Maharishi Mahesh Yoga and his students. Several of Sheehy's articles for New York magazine have been developed into books. This includes her novel The Lovesounds
(1970), Panthermania: The Clash of Black vs. Black in One American City (1971), and Hustling: Prostitution in Our Wide Open Society (1973). Lovesounds is a psychological novel that deals with the dissolution of a marriage based on her own first marriage. Its editor of Random House, Nan Taleese, suggested Sheehy use the rashomon style for the novel,
alternating the story between his wife and husband. Taleese also lent Sheehy an apartment for the record. She used a new style of journalism that includes a vivid description and narration for the redpants and Sugarman article. Sheehy later came under fire for manarizing a character that was composite. Clay Felker pleaded guilty to taking out a paragraph
describing the use of composites in the article. Sheehy's story was recorded in The Hustle and then in the 1975 NBC television movie of the same name, in which Jill Clayburg played Jill Clayburg as Redpants and Lee Remic as a journalist. According to producer George Pelecanos, Sheehy was the inspiration for the character of a reporter in the HBO series
The Deuce. In the summer of 1971, Sheehy and Felker rented a house in East Hampton. Sheehy and her daughter found an abandoned box of kittens, and since they could not take them back to New York, Sheehy's daughter offered them to take the kittens to the witch house across the street. It was there that Sheehy first encountered Little Edie Beale and
her mother Big Edie Beale, the reclusive cousins of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, living in a dilapidated 28-room mansion called Grey Gardens. Sheehy spent the next few weekends that summer on the beach with Little Edie after learning about their history. Sheehy profiled two women in a New York magazine in Secret Grey Gardens. After the article was
published, Onassis put forward a check for $25,000 to help clean up the property. Little Edie and Big Edie were profiled in the 1975 documentary Grey Gardens by the Meisles brothers. Sheehy went to Northern Ireland in 1972 to report on Irish women participating in the Irish civil rights movement. The British government created the Special Powers Act,
which allowed British soldiers to round up Catholic The remaining women and family members became fierce fighters. She was with the boy just after the march, and when the British soldiers entered, the boy was shot in the face. On that day, January 30, 1972, it became known as Bloody Sunday or the Bohside Massacre. Sheehy was trapped in a Catholic
ghetto under IRA rule. She fled by car over pasture in Dublin. There, Shihi went to several safe houses and interviewed Rita O'Hara. The whole experience affected Sheehy deeply and upon her return to the States she found it difficult to write a story and developed a fear of aircraft, which she later described as PTSD or post-traumatic stress syndrome.
Bloody Sunday memorial mural, Bogside - geograph.org.uk - 1159267 It was at this time in the mid-seventies that Sheehy began work on his book, Passages. After conducting about forty interviews for a book about couples, Sheehy noticed the topic in her interviewees, who were in their late thirties and early forties. Topics expressed as unresolved. At this
time, Sheehy began studying Elliott Jack's work on the midlife crisis between the ages of thirty-five and forty, as well as Eric Erickson's work in adulthood. Sheehy coined the term Second AdultHood to describe the balance that follows the crisis. It was at this time that Longtime Sheehy editor Hal Charlattt died, and the book was taken over by Jack McRae,
Dutton's publisher. Sheehy was awarded a fellowship by the Alicia Patterson Foundation to allow her to finish the book. Sheehy's editor was concerned that the title made readers think it meant excerpts, but Sheehy was sure they would understand the title as soon as they read the book. The passages were published in 1976. Sales spread by word of mouth
when it hit The New York Times bestseller list, where it will remain for three years. During this period of time, Sheehy, as a writer for The New York magazine and a partner of Felker, witnessed Rupert Murdoch's hostile takeover of New York magazine Clay Felker. Felker was kicked out of the magazine. Felker acquired Esquire magazine in 1978, and Shihi
wrote for the magazine, including posting a profile and interviewing Anwar Sadat. In 1977, Sheehy became an employee of the Institute of Press Freedom (WIFP). WIFP is an American non-profit publishing organization. The organization was working to improve links between women and the public's involvement in women-based media. Sheehy began work
on her next book, Pathfinders, in 1978. The book studied the lives of those who led a life that many consider to be a full life, and achieved a sense of well-being. While developing the book, Sheehy worked with social psychologists at New York University to develop life a questionnaire that was provided to many people, including corporate executives,
congressmen, men and women lawyers, etc. The questionnaire was also published in the journals Redbook and Esquire. Sheehy then conducted hundreds of phone interviews for the book, where she determined that those who achieved well-being were willing to take risks and endured one or more important transitions in their adult years, which they
handled in an unusual, personal or creative way. In the 1980s, Shihi began working with Cambodian refugees in the early 1980s. During a visit to Thailand in 1981, Felker pointed to a story about a Cambodian orphan camp that prompted Shihi to visit the camp. It was in this camp that Shihi met and then adopted her second daughter, Mohm. Sheehy also
collaborated with Katherine O'Neill to digitise the plight of refugees through the Commission on Refugee Women. Sheehy and Mohm chronicled their journey in a 1986 book, The Spirit of Survival. Vanity Fair editor Tina Brown invited Sheehy to write political profiles for the magazine starting in 1984. It was first time us presidential candidate Gary Hart. Sheehy
followed this up with parts on other presidential candidates including George H. W. Bush, Albert Gore, Bob Dole and Jesse Jackson. These profiles also served as the basis for her 1988 book, The Character: Finding Leadership in America. Sheahi helped organize the Sag Harbor initiative with William Pickens, Pat Pickens and Walter Isaacson in 1987. The
initiative was originally a three-day event hosted by liberal intellectuals and concerned citizens who wanted Americans across the country to hold town meetings to discuss pressing social issues. Isaacson became president and CEO of the Aspen Ideas Festival. In the 1990s, Gail Sheehy published five books, including Gorbachev: The Man Who Changed
the World (1990), Silent Passage (1992), New Passages (1995), Understanding Men's Passages (1998), And Hillary's Choice (1999). In 1989, Tina Brown asked Sheehy to expand her character profiles for Vanity Fair to include international figures. Sheehy researched and interviewed Margaret Thatcher and Mikhail Gorbachev. Her article about Thatcher
was published as Margaret Thatcher's Blossom in 1989. Her profile of Gorbachev made the cover of Vanity Fair in February 1990, Red Star: The Man Who Changed the World. Shihi expanded her research on Gorbachev and published the book The Man Who Changed the World: The Life of Mikhail S. Gorbachev just as he won the Nobel Peace Prize and a
few months before his overthrow. Fascinated by the relationship between Gorbachev and Thatcher, Shehi also wrote based on the fantasy novel by Maggie and Misha. The play was produced as a two-week production workshop off Broadway. Sheehy published a book, Silent Passage, about menopause in 1992. Sheahi noticed that no one was talking about
menopause, and she started experiencing it herself. After appearing on The Oprah Winfrey Show in June 1992, the book returned to a number of reprints and eventually made it to the #1 spot on the New York Times bestseller list. Sheehy received a million-dollar advance from Simon Schuster for the rights to the paper cover. Sheehy and Felker moved to the
Gulf of California in 1994, where Felker taught and founded the Felker Center at the University of California, Berkeley. Sheehys profiled Hillary Clinton a total of three times in the pages of Vanity Fair in the 1990s, starting with her time as first lady and through her run for the New York Senate. Articles and works ended with the publication of the biography
Hillary's Choice. Despite taking care of Felker because he suffered from cancer, Sheehy continued to write and publish throughout the 21st century. In 2006, she published Sex and the Seasoned Woman, in which she interviewed more than 400 women between the ages of 23 and 98. She published an article in Parade magazine: Who cares about a
caregiver? After Felker's death in 2008, Sheehy was appointed AARP's ambassador for nursing in 2008 and began working with AARP on a series of articles, interviewing educators via videos and blog posts. She eventually wrote a book on care, Passage in Care: Turning Chaos into Trust, which was published in 2010. She also wrote a play, The Pursuit of a
Tiger, about her relationship with Felker. In 2014, Sheehy published her own memoir, Daring: My Passages. In 1960, Sheehy married Albert Francis Sheehy, a medical student at the University of Rochester. They had a daughter, Maura, and they divorced in 1968. In 1984, Sheehy married editor Clay Felker, with whom she adopted The Cambodian child
Mom. Felker died in 2008. Sheehy died in Southampton, New York, on August 24, 2020, from complications of pneumonia at the age of 83. Selected articles from 1969: Speed City: The Explosion of Amphetamines, New York Magazine Sheehy wrote a cover for New York magazine about the growing problem of amphetamine use among young people in the
East Village. The article originated from Shihi's own experience - her sister was addicted to the drug. The cover of the story was created by Milton Glaser of the snake, wriggling out of a capsule of drugs. 1971: Redpants and Sugarman, a New York magazine sheehy gained notoriety in 1971 after New York magazine published a series she wrote about
prostitution called Wide Open City. Part 2 is called Redpants and Sugarman. Sheehy told The The message is that she created a composite character for Redpants in order to trace the full life cycle of the streetwalker, but the explanation was edited out of the story. 1989: Margaret Thatcher's Blossom, Vanity Fair Published in June 1989: French President
Francois Mitterrand says that the British Prime Minister has eyes like Caligula and the mouth of Marilyn Monroe. She also has the nerves of a five-star general and increasingly, the sexual charisma of a woman in her prime. She manipulates her court of blinded male advisers with Elizabeth I's skill. And as she completes her unparalleled tenth year in office,
the world's most powerful woman has defeated the opposition, gagged the media, and booted out critics in her own party. So who's there to tell her when she's going too far? 1992: What Hillary Wants, a 1992 Article about Hillary Clinton created a stir by quoting her, referring to rumors of a romance between President George H.W. Bush and a woman named
Jennifer. Sheehy reported that Clinton complained that the media had done much about Jennifer Flowers' affair with Bill Clinton, but did not look at Bush's crime. Clinton believed that part of the interview was off the record, but Sheehy disagreed, and independently confirmed the private conversation Hillary described, an interview with Hillary's confidant,
Atlanta Journal and Constitution owner Ann Cox Chambers, who repeated the conversation word for word. Fact Checkers for Vanity Fair alerted editor Tina Brown about a potential problem based on their review of interview transcripts, but Brown declined to remove the quote. The interview received extensive press coverage. 1995: Newt Gingrich's inner
quest, Vanity Fair Sheehy, learned Newt Gingrich's life story from her mother, which revealed that she was a lifelong manico-depressive. Keith Gingrich's first husband dumped the young Newt's stepfather in exchange for forgiveness of several months of child support. Isn't that awful, man, ready to sell his son? Keith Gingrich said Heehy. House Speaker
Gingrich told Sheehy that both of his fathers were totalitarian and modeled very masculine-looking strength. He didn't blink when Sheehy asked him if he thought he had a genetic predisposition to bipolar disorder. He said he did not know and then applauded the special powers of leaders who are believed to have been bipolar. Churchill had what he called
his black dog. Lincoln had long periods of depression. He suggested that leaders who could think at multiple levels might have a different biochemical composition. You have to have genetic strength just to take a beating,' he told Sheehy. Her article also revealed that his wife at the time, Marianne Gingrich, did not want him to become president, and
threatened to make a revelation torpedo his 1995 presidential campaign. 2000: Accidental candidate: George W. Bush, Vanity Fair Sheehy found a possible source of malapropisms for which Governor Bush was mocked: a history of dyslexia in the Bush family. Diagnostic experts told her that the mistakes you heard Governor Bush make are consistent with
dyslexia, and that a linguistic disordered person can't take in a lot of information right away. Sheehy predicted that if Bush became president, he would develop a work-style where other pre-organized and pre-digested information for him. 2008: Hillaryland at War, Vanity Fair Published June 30, 2008: Hillary Clinton's campaign had it all: near-death moments,
hard-won triumphs, dysfunctional relationships, and staff consumed with a fight over how to sell their candidate. It was a battle that showed why she came so close to winning and also why she didn't do it. Professional affiliation In 2009, Shihi was appointed AARP Care Ambassador. In 2011, she became chairman of the National Osteoporosis Foundation's
Generation of Power campaign. (quote needed) Television and other media appearances Sheehy was a frequent guest on NBC's Today Show, MSNBC's Hardball and what now? with Andrea Mitchell, ABC World News Tonight with Diane Sawyer, Good Morning America, Oprah, CBS Sunday Morning, CNN, Larry King Live, Fox News, The O'Reilly Factor,
and documentaries such as PBS's American Experience: Clinton. In July 2015, Sheehy appeared for an interview on Huffpost Live to discuss her 2014 work, Daring. The plagiarism lawsuit by Sheehy's book Passages was a national bestseller. In 1975, Roger Gould, then a psychiatrist at the University of California, Los Angeles, filed a lawsuit that was settled
out of court, against Sheehy intending to prescribe the publication of his book, which had not yet been completed. Sheehy eventually gives Dr. Gould ten percent royalties for the book. Awards and Recognition Seven-Time Recipient of New York's Newswomen's Club Front Page Award for Outstanding Journalism Washington Journalism Review Award for
Best Magazine Writer in America New York Public Library Literary Lions Award 1973 National Journal Award for Report Excellence 1975 Penny-Missouri Award 198 7 Anisfield-Wolf Book Award for Spirit of Survival 1994 Honorary Doctorate Humane Letters from Dartmouth 1997 Hospital Special Surgery Award for Innovative Work in Women's Health 2002
American Psychological Association Presidential Citation 2011 American Society for Aging Leadership Leadership The Library of Congress Survey award named Passages is one of the 10 most influential books of our time. The bibliography of Non-Fiction Speed Essence (1971), ISBN Panthermania:The Panthermania:The Black vs. Black in One American
City (1971) Hustling: Prostitution in Our Broad Open Society (1973) Passages: Predictable Crises of Adult Life (1976) Rangers: Overcoming The Crises of AdultHood (1983) Spirit of Survival (1987) Character: America in Search of Leadership (1991) Man, That Changed the World: The Life of Mikhail S. Gorbachev (1991) Silent Passage: Menopause (1993)
New Passages : Mapping Your Life in Time (1995) Understanding Of Male Passages : Discovery of a new map of men's lives (1998), ISBN 0-6794-5273-7; Simon Schuster Australia, 1998, ISBN 0-7318-0743-X Hillary Choice (1999) Middletown, America: The Passage of One City From Trauma to Hope (2003) Sex and Season Woman: Pursuing a
Passionate Life (2007) Passages in Care: Turning Chaos into Trust (2010) Daring: My Passages: Memoirs (2014) Novels Lovesounds (1970), OCLC 141097 Links At age 83 dies journalist, journalist, author and social observer, journalist and writer Gail Sheehy at the age of 83. Gail Sheehy. World archipelago. Bold: My passages. HarperCollins USA. - b c e f
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